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1 - Tori the Flying Squirrel

Note: I own Tori the Squirrel, if you would like a profile or your character written by me please leave a
comment stating your characters name and a link to the picture (Characters with no pictures will not
have a profile done by me, Sorry =p)

Tori the Flying Squirrel

Name: Tori

Nicknames: None

Species: Flying Squirrel

Gender: Female

Age: 18

Date of Birth: 22 October

Birthplace: Unknown

Height: 100 Centimeteres (3 feet, and 3 inches)

Weight: Unknown

Known Siblings: Ray the Flying Squirrel

Physical Techniques:-

Spin Attack

Abilites and aptitude:-

1) Tori's can obviously glide, by catching the air under the membrane of furred skin between her arms
and waist when they are spanned

Hobbies and Talents:-

Tori's man hobby is collecting acorns and makes many acorn things >_<

Tori's main talent is that she has an amazing singing voice



Physical Apperance:- 

- Golden yellow fur
- Tanned Muzzle, inner ears and tummy/chest
- Grey Eyes
- Her hair falls down into a tufted tip just above her backside
- A some what flabby membrane of furry skin connects to the lower sides of her waist to her lower arms
- Small, triangular ears with tufted tipped fur on the top
- Round and bulbous, shiny black nose
- Long and durable, club shaped tail, with tufted tip on the end

Clothes Apperance:-

- A pair of blue gloves with large pink cuffs
- Blue belly top with pink trim
- Pink knickers
- Blue jeans with pink thick stripe just above the knees

Items and Weapons: None

Vehicle: None

Personality details:
Tori is the older sister of Ray the flying Squirrel, she has a mad obesseion with Charmy Bee. Tori uses
her voice to impress the boys and she is also a celebrity of some kind. Tori never lets her fame get in the
way of friendship. For her age Tori is a bubbly teenage girl and loves to sing, dance, flirt and play with
Espio's feelings

Historical biography:

Tori went missing and no one would do anything about it so Ray went to the Chaotix detecitve agency
and asked them to find her, they did and surpisinly it didn't take long as Tori (Having a mad obession
with Charmy) was preforming in front of a massive crowd when she saw Charmy, lept off the stage and
pounced on him, leaving poor Charmy knocked out on the floor. Tori is a good friend of Sonic the
Hedgehog and many others. Tori doesn't like to talk about her life before she became a celebrity, she
hides anything to do with it and treatens Ray if he tries to mention anything to do with it. When team
Chaotix found Tori, Tori decided to spend most of her time there, the detective agency has really
become her home.

Personal Information:-

Greatest Friend(s): Sonic the Hedgehog, Charmy Bee, Espio and Chameleon and Vector the Crocodile

Other Friend(s): Mighty the Armadillo

Rivals(s): N/A



Enemy(s): Dr. Eggman

Likes: Singing, Dancing, flirting, messing with Espio's feelings, playing with Charmy, Charmy Bee

Dislikes: Pain, Sadness, seeing her friends upset,

Favourite Food(s): Fruit

Favourite Colour(s): Pink and Blue

Occupation: Singer

Place of Residence: Chaotix Detective Agency

Other Information:-

Years in service: 8 years and still going

Creator: Me RaytheflyingSquirrel

Based On: She's kinda based on me

If she would be any games, what games would they be: SegaSonic Arcade, Sonic Heroes, Sonic Battle,
Shadow the Hedgehog, Sonic Riders, Sonic Fighters and Knuckles Chaotix

If she was in any non-video games what would they be: Sonic X, Sonic the Hedgehog, SOA-licensed by
Archie comics (Comic Series)

Any OC Friends: As it happens she is friends with Jessica Robotnik, Fang the Wolf and Kerri the
Hedgehog

Random Stuff:-

What is the first thing your character would think of when she first wakes up?
Breakfast

Your character's favorite outfit would be?
A pink and blue belly top with pink and blue denium jeans with blue and pink shoes and gloves

When your character looks into a mirror, what's the first thing they would notice?
AH! MY FACE

Does your character have the same tastes in food as you?
No she doesn't

How is your character similar to you?
We both have an obsession with Charmy Bee



How is he/she different?
She's a flying Squirrel and i'm a human

If your character could speak, would they have the same voice as you?
Of course

If you were to suddenly become your character, what do you think would be the first thing you
would do as them?
Glide from tree to tree

Is there something about your character that you don't like how others think of them?
Yes, people think she looks like a babish character

What advantages does your character have over you?
She can fly and sing

What disadvantages?
She wears the colour Pink

Do you have any secrets relating to your character that only you know?
Yes i know about her past and no one else does

Do you have any secret drawings only you know about?
I don't draw

Do you have any plans for your character or are you working on something big relating to her?
I have some plans :D but not any just yet

What misconception(s), if any, do people have about your character?
None

If you could have just ONE characteristic from your character, what would it be?
Her charm

Have you made any characters that go along with yours, based on real-life people, that have the
same relationship with your character as you with the real-life person?
I havn't created any

Have you written any stories about your character?
Yes i have written two and i'm about to start another

How has your character changed since his/her first creation?
yes once

Give us a one-liner from her:



Bee, Bee, Bee, Charmy's a bee

Weaknesses and DRAMA
She is far to kind



2 - Jessica Robotnik

Jessica Robotnik

Name: Jessica Lousie-Maria Robotnik

Nicknames: Jess, ED (Stands for Eggmans Daughter)

Species: Human

Gender: Female

Blood Type: B

IQ: 150

Age: 16

Date of Birth: 20th August

Birthplace: Unknown

Height: 5ft 4

Weight: Unknown

Physical Techiques: She pretty good at karate

Abilities and aptitude: N/A

Hobbies and Talents

1) Jessica has an IQ of 150, she is not as gifted as her father but she does know how to build small
machines and robots and how to fix them and destroy them
2) Jessica is also very good at hacking into her fathers computers and currupting the data or deleting it
or replacing it with ideas of her own

Weakness:
1) Her father, Jessica is always being used for bait to get Sonic so Eggman can try and destroy him with
another one of this wacky ideas.
2) Having the brains to hack into a computer doesn't mean the computer doesn't blow up while she's
there...i think i crashed it

Physical Apperance:-



- Pal Skin
- Normal shaped female teenage body, medium sized chest and strangly small hips
- Normal sized hands and feet
- Red Eyes
- Brown rugged long hair

Clothes Apperance:-

- A Violet Blue short sleved top that finshed just below her chest with brown triming on the ends of the
sleves and top and neck with a big purple J in the middle and on the back in purple Eggman Empire
- A black tight short sleved top that finshed just above her belly underneath her Violet Blue top, parts of it
can be seen on her neck, arms and belly
- Denium Blue Knee High Shorts
- A Green belt with a pink buckle
- A Yellow Bandana on her left leg
- Dark Seaweed colour pumps with large Pink Socks
- Pink Open Fingered gloves with a purple J in the centre

Items and Weapons: Jessica mostly uses a spanner to knock her opponets out or to dismantle robots

Vehicle(s): N/A

Personality Details:
Jessica Robotnik: The Daugther of Dr. Eggman/Dr. Robotnik, she is determinded to stop her father from
taking over the world. When Jessica was little she was always on her fathers side, helping to destroy the
world but since she met Sonic her side changed and now she works to help Sonic the Hedgehog.

Jessica is very close friends with the black hedgehog Shadow, to him she reminds Shadow of his
closest friend Maria and protects Jessica at all costs. Jessica having an IQ of 150 means she can hack
into her fathers computers and fool around with his plans.

Historical Biography: 

Jessica has no mother and there is no evidence that she had one either which makes her believe she
was a creation of Dr. Eggman. Jessica is used as bait to capture Sonic but since Shadow arrive in her
life things are a little different. Later on Jessica believes she is a creation of Eggman and due to lack of
evidence of her mother Shadow soon believes she is as well (Jessica believes she is a creation like
Shadow) but sooner than she thinks she finds out the truth about her mother.

Personal Information: - 

Greatest Friend(s): Fang the Wolf, Shadow the Hedgehog, Sonic the Hedgehog, Charmy Bee

Other Friend(s): Miles "Tails" Prower, Knuckles the Echidna, Amy Rose, Cream and Cheese, Rouge the
Bat



Rival(s): N/A

Enemy(s): Dr. Eggman

Likes: Shadow, fooling around with her fathers plans, hacking into her fathers main computer,
dismantling robots, Sonic the Hedgehog

Dislikes: Suffering, pain, her past, being near her father, Eggs

Favourite Food(s): Unknown

Favourite Colour: Orange

Occupation: Enemployed

Place of Residence: As far away from her father as possible

Other Information: -

Years in service: 15 and still going

Creator: EggmansDaughter

Based On: ???

If she would appear in any games, which ones: All of them

If she was to appear in any non-Video games, what would they be: Sonic X, AOSTH, Sonic
Underground, SATAM, SOA-licensed by Archie Comics (Comic Series)

Any OC Friends: Kerri the Hedgehog, Cybee Waterman, Danny the Echidna, Ice the Armadillo, Tori the
Flying Squirrel, Shallow the Hedgehog, Mandy the Charmeleon, Frost the Echidna, Salali the Squirrel
and Rihanna the Echidna

Random Stuff:-

What is the first thing Jessica would think of when she first wakes up? 
Oh god another day of hell

Jessica's Favourite Outfit would be?
The one shes always wears

When Jessica looks into the mirror, what is the first thing she would notice?
Shadow standing behind her

Has there been any stories written about her?
Yes



A one liner from Jessica
Prepare to be humiliated (Sonic Battle)

Weakness and Drama
Her past

Theme Song:
Forgotten - Avril Lavigne
Like Me - (C) Goka

Jessica Robotnik (C) EggmansDaughter 1991 - 2006
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